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Abstract—This article proposes a computer-based approach to
effectively enhance second language learners’ willingness to
communicate in the target language. To do so, we implemented a
conversational agent embedding a dialogue management model
based on two conversational strategies (i.e., communication
strategies and affective backchannels), serving as scaffolds for
enhancing learners’ willingness to communicate in the target
language. Here, we report on differences observed among second
language learners’ preferences for both conversational strategies
according to their initial level of willingness to communicate and on
variations of their willingness with respect to such differences.
Although we found that most students generally preferred a
combination of both strategies, learners’ preferences and the effects
of the support provided by these strategies varied according to their
level of willingness to communicate. Learners with lower
willingness to communicate tended to prefer affective backchannels,
whereas those with higher willingness to communicate seemed to
favor communication strategies. These results were consistent with
post-test results, which showed that learners’ expected willingness
to communicate tended to be higher after interacting with systems
embedding their preferred strategies. In sum, these results are
preliminary evidence of the meaningfulness of accounting for such
learners’ preferences in adaptively using and fading the strategies
employed by conversational agents to motivate second language
learners to communicate in the target language.

Index Terms—Motivationally intelligent educational systems,
scaffolding and fading, willingness to communicate in second
language.

I. INTRODUCTION

SCAFFOLDING has been identified as one of the most

effective instructional procedures [1], [2], especially when

the learner needs assistance to perform a task [3]. In recent

decades, scaffolding has gained widespread popularity in sev-

eral education-related fields [4] and has been considered a key

attribute of intelligent tutoring systems. Despite the potential

of such systems, they have often been limited in their ability

to produce skills that are transferable to the real world [5], [6].

For instance, one area where traditional educational systems

are struggling to make a significant impact on learning out-

comes is second language acquisition [7]. One approach in

overcoming this problem may be a stepwise reduction of the

amount of scaffolding provided by the system to learners so as

to develop learners’ ability to solve problems on their own

(self-reliance); fading is a means of achieving this [8]. The

idea and importance of combining scaffolding with fading in

instructional settings has been stressed in the literature, and

instructional theories such as the modeling-scaffolding-fading

[9] paradigm have been proposed. This paradigm describes a

three steps instructional process where the tutor first models a

desired skill or solution, then has the learners try out the skill

while the tutor provides feedback and scaffolds; finally, as the

learners become more and more able to perform unaided, the

tutor eventually fades from the process. In this article, we

especially focus on the last two concepts, “scaffolding and

fading” as these two directly address learners’ actions within

the task, whereas modeling solely relies on the learner observ-

ing and the design of learning support.

The main purpose of second language learning is to provide

learners with the ability to autonomously convey their intended

meaning effectively in the target language and, by extension, to

facilitate exchanges between people from different countries.

However, many second language learners do not display such

ability even after studying the target language for several years.

Research [10] suggests that the key factor for ensuring a spon-

taneous and sustained use of a second language is the willing-

ness to communicate (WTC), which is defined as a “readiness

to enter into discourse at a particular time with a specific person

or persons, using a second language” [10, p. 547]. WTC studies

have shown that learners displaying high WTC are more likely

to show greater improvement in their communication skills

[11] and acquire higher levels of language fluency [12] than

those with lowWTC.

In our previous work [13], [14], a conversational agent

enhanced with a set of specific conversational strategies, i.e.,

communication strategies (CS) and affective backchannels

(AB) dedicated to carrying out WTC-friendly conversations

with learners in an English-as-a-foreign-language context was

proposed. CS are techniques, such as Repetition of a previous

utterance, that are used by the dialogue system to help over-

come communication pitfalls (e.g., difficulty in understanding

the agent’s utterances or answering the agent’s questions) that

learners may encounter during interactions. AB are expressions
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such as “Come on, don’t give up!” or “Great, well done!” used

to explicitly convey thoughtful support to learners by congratu-

lating, cheering up, or empathizing in accordance with the

interaction state. An experimental evaluation of the system sug-

gested that combining these communicative and affective con-

versational strategies may be effective in fostering L2 learners’

WTC [14].

However, it also well-acknowledged that willingness to

communicate in a second language (L2 WTC) is influenced

by a complex interplay of learner-specific internal and exter-

nal variables [15]–[17]. Thus, while the combined effect of

CS and AB may predict an increase in WTC among L2 learn-

ers, it might be erroneous to conclude that all L2 learners

would perceive or benefit similarly from the effects of such

scaffolds. For instance, it is conceivable that some learners

might benefit more from AB, while others might benefit more

from CS, based on their developmental level. Gradual removal

of the scaffolds provided by the system is necessary to enable

learners to autonomously maintain their WTC at a suitable

level and engage in language production on their own.

In this article, we take a closer look at learners’ perceptions

of the support provided by each of the above-mentioned strate-

gies or combination of strategies and investigate differences in

preferred strategies according to learners’ WTC levels. Then,

we analyze how these differences are connected to the

scaffolds’ outcomes in terms of an increase in expected WTC

among learners. Finally, we discuss the feasibility of and pro-

pose approaches for achieving a tailored deployment and fad-

ing of these scaffolds according to learners’ preferences and

WTC level.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Scaffolding and Fading in Learning Environments

Scaffolding has traditionally been characterized as a process

in which an expert helps a learner perform a specific task or

achieve a specific objective [3] by providing, for example,

hints or pumps when necessary during a problem-solving task.

It has proven a particularly interesting and promising way to

support teaching and learning practices [18]. Several studies

have investigated and proposed design guidelines for scaffold-

ing learning in traditional environments. Some of these works

focused on experts or teachers’ strategies [19], [20] and others

on learners [21], [22].

Notably, the concept of scaffolding is often associated with

the idea of fading [23], which makes it “conceptually and

operationally distinguishable from other types of assistance”

[18]. Fading is defined as the gradual reduction and eventual

elimination of scaffolds [24]. Scaffolding combined with fad-

ing supports the learning and development of independent

skills by facilitating successive levels of competence through

which scaffolds are withdrawn to promote the learner’s inde-

pendent functioning [25]. In other words, effective learning

support interactions and can be considered a two-step process

of providing and then withdrawing expert support as learner

competence increases. It follows that fading is essential to

learning support in educational or learning contexts.

In the area of technology-enhanced learning, the role of

scaffolding has attracted the attention of researchers [26],

[27]. Several studies suggested the meaningfulness of employ-

ing scaffolding tools to support various aspects of learning

such as argumentation in ill-structured problem solving [28],

[29], reasoning in social sciences [30], searching and sorting

of science information [31], critical thinking [32], and mathe-

matical problem solving [33]. Nevertheless, to be effective,

scaffolding tools need to be carefully crafted; otherwise, they

may inadvertently misdirect learners [18], obstruct effective

learning [34], or over-instruct learners [35]. Hence, research

[18] suggests that technological scaffolding must be designed

according to learners’ developmental and cognitive needs for

the specifically targeted learning context. In other words, it is

desirable for the scaffold design to be consistent with the tar-

get learning context, as well as learners’ characteristics [36].

However, logistical and conceptual difficulties prevent most

learning support systems from embedding scaffolds that

change dynamically as individual circumstances evolve or

from achieving fading that is predicated on a learner’s needs

or performance [37]. The question of how best to balance pro-

viding and withholding of support has been framed within the

field of educational technology as the “assistance dilemma”

[38]. Research [39] also highlights the absence of reference

to empirical accounts of fading in most scaffolding systems,

concluding that such systems appear to function not as

scaffolds-with-fading, as is desirable, but rather as scaffolds-

for-performance.

Interestingly, it has been suggested that computer-based

scaffolds might be designed with a capacity to be faded, but

this does not necessarily need to be a system function that hap-

pens dynamically through successive iterations by the system

itself [40]. Such scaffolds can be embedded within a learning

context, and fading can be determined heuristically by a

human expert based on their assessment of learner perfor-

mance, or learners could determine this for themselves. For

instance, in the context of the SQL-Tutor system, fading was

implemented to enhance students’ ability to independently

select appropriate problems to work on [7]. In their experi-

ments, the researchers used three different versions of the

SQL-Tutor: one in which problems were always selected by

students; another in which problems were selected by the sys-

tem; and finally, a faded one in which the control over the

selection of problems was progressively shifted to students as

their level increased over time. The results of their investiga-

tions suggested that the students in the faded group improved

their selection accuracy and performed better at selection than

other students.

B. Individual Differences in Language Learning

Language learning styles characterize the consistent and

rather enduring traits, tendencies, or preferences that may dif-

ferentiate one learner from another [41]. Language teachers

need to be aware of such differences as a single L2 methodol-

ogy cannot reasonably fit an entire class filled with students

who have a range of stylistic and strategic preferences [42]. In
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addition, in order to maximize learning outcomes, it is impor-

tant for teachers to modify their teaching methodology accord-

ing to the factors related to the individual tendencies,

preferences, learning strategies, personality, etc. of their stu-

dents [43], [44]. All these positions tend to confirm a link

between learners’ styles and preferences and effectiveness of

the teaching methodology. This further suggests the need to

take a personalized approach to language teaching to help

learners reach higher learning outcomes [45], [46]. In a similar

vein, one can assume that depending on the level of WTC

reached by L2 learners, it might be desirable to provide them

with support that better fits their preferences.

However, in the field of second language acquisition,

research on individual differences has generally been focused

on explaining the processes of learning and acquisition, rather

than looking for practical ways to improve them [47]. As a

result, even though all language teachers would quickly agree

that learners differ from one another, most language teaching

materials have assumed that all learners are the same [48].

This is emphasized in the following terms: “While the learner

has not been ignored in second language acquisition research,

more attention has been paid to characterizing an acquisition

process that is common to all learners” [49, p. 12].

More generally, the major pedagogical implication of

learners’ differences (i.e., personalization of learning contents)

is difficult to realize in usual classroom settings because it

would result in additional workload for teachers [47]. This

would also require teachers to have the necessary motivation

for such work as well as enough pedagogical resources to help

each learner receive such personalized instruction. The need to

overcome such temporal and contextual exigencies became

one of the key factors of the development of so-called adaptive

learning support systems.

C. Adaptive Language Learning Support Systems

The purpose and promise of adaptive learning support tech-

nologies are to facilitate online instruction that is personalized

to the needs of individual learners [50], [51]. The adaptive

nature of such systems is not necessarily determined by their

level of sophistication. For instance, although complex sys-

tems can use artificial intelligence and machine learning algo-

rithms to analyze and find patterns in the large amounts of

data being captured, the simplest adaptive systems are based

on predefined models describing how the data from an individ-

ual learner can lead to personalized learning pathways.

In the intelligent tutoring systems research field, representa-

tion of student behaviors and knowledge (i.e., student model)

is used to select problems not yet mastered and to provide

feedback for each individual learner. Such adaptive learning

content selection and assistance is regarded as an efficient

way to improve learning achievement [52]–[55].

Although the use of adaptive technologies in learning is

growing rapidly, they are still in their infancy as far as lan-

guage learning is concerned [56]. Furthermore, a major

research problem with adaptive language learning is that such

technologies have not been deployed for a sufficiently long

time to enable reliable longitudinal findings. Moreover, there

are many challenges in developing fully adaptive learning sys-

tems since it is very difficult to restrict the number of variables

to account for the personalization of instructional contents,

especially in language learning, which is not a linear process

[57], [58]. Yet, research on adaptive language learning has

been based on the models for other academic subjects such as

mathematics, where adaptive technology is used to determine

paths through predetermined content [56]. As a result,

successful systems in the area of language learning tend to

personalize learning contents by focusing on learners’ perfor-

mance [59]–[61]. For example, some vocabulary or grammar

apps provide automated spaced repetition, which tailors the

order and frequency with which learning contents are pre-

sented to the learner by using the rate of correct or incorrect

answers [62]. In this sense, such systems are personalized and

adaptive learning tools, albeit of an admittedly fairly simple

nature [56]. Nevertheless, the field has received increasing

attention from researchers, and recently developed systems

hint at the substantial contribution that carefully designed sys-

tems can make to the computer-assisted language learning

field. For instance, CSAL AutoTutor is an interactive intelli-

gent tutoring system that employs three-party conversations or

trialogues between the learner, a tutor agent, and a peer agent

to foster both shallow and deep comprehension of text in low-

literacy readers. The system has yielded promising prelimi-

nary results according to a recent study [63]. CBA is a conver-

sation-based English assessment system that allows learners

to converse in natural language with animated agents, and a

recent study has proven that the system is able to assess

students’ English capabilities comparably to human inter-

viewers [64]. Note that both systems dynamically adapt to stu-

dents by providing aid to student’s based on their assessed

knowledge level. In other terms, within these systems, scaf-

folding is provided to students when needed and less scaffold-

ing to students who display higher levels of knowledge.

Recent studies also point out that educational systems dedi-

cated to language learning should go beyond learners’ perfor-

mance and incorporate observation of students’ opinions,

preferences, as well as contextual information to provide more

accurate learning support [65], [66].

To sum up, the focus of adaptive language learning systems

has been mostly on leveraging the technology to support areas

such as grammar, vocabulary, and reading. Furthermore, avail-

able adaptive language support systems tend to rely exclusively

on quantitative learning data, while a more complete picture of

student learning may also necessitate an account for qualitative

data, especially when it comes to dealing with language pro-

duction or learner’s motivation toward communication, which

is precisely the main focus of this article.

D. Conversational Agents to Enhance L2 Learners’ WTC

L2 WTC is believed to play a major role in learners’ deci-

sion to use their second language for communication when

given the opportunity to do so. Researchers [10] proposed a

heuristic model of variables influencing L2 WTC through
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which they argued that L2 learners’ intention to engage in L2

communication, rather than linguistic competence, is deter-

mined by an interplay of numerous psychological, affective,

contextual, and communicative factors. Their model has

inspired several empirical studies that shed light on the con-

sistent influence of contextual and emotional variables on L2

WTC [67]–[69]. For instance, some of these studies have

shown that to enhance L2 learners’ intention to interact in

the target language, it is important to increase their self-con-

fidence and reduce their anxiety since there is much evidence

that if communication apprehension recedes, an individual’s

perceived communicative competence is likely to be higher,

leading to a higher level of WTC [70], [71]. To achieve such

affective, and motivational support, we proposed the system

shown in Fig. 1 [14]. The system is a conversational agent

that uses two conversational strategies in realistic daily con-

versation scenarios, namely task-based CS and affect-based

AB, as scaffolds to motivate L2 learners to communicate in

English. The originality of such an approach is related to its

use of a pair of two conversational strategies which enable

the system to take care of both aspects related to communica-

tive breakdowns that often occur in L2 learners–agent inter-

actions and those related to affective variables influencing L2

WTC, in accordance with MacIntyre’s WTC model [10]. By

enabling the conversational agent to make use of CS, our

idea is to enhance the agent’s own strategic competence to

release learners from the challenging and WTC-inhibiting

burden of resolving communication pitfalls by themselves.

By identifying a novel category of backchannels (i.e., AB),

our aim is to foster the agent’s ability to convey empathetic

and WTC-friendly support to learners. In other words, the

rationale of implementing such strategies is to increase L2

learners’ confidence via CS and reduce their level of anxiety

toward communication via AB. Some examples of how CS

and AB are implemented in the proposed system are shown

in Table I. Detailed information on dialogue management, as

well as firing policies of CS and AB, can be found in [14]. In

general, when a communication pitfall occurs, the system

first selects a given category of AB to either reassure, encour-

age, or empathize with the learner; then, it targets an appro-

priate category of CS to help move the conversation forward

according to the nature of the communication pitfall or dia-

logue state. When a given category of AB (e.g., Encouraging

AB) is selected, a corresponding AB (e.g., Come on! Don’t

be shy.) is chosen stochastically from the options in that cate-

gory. On the other hand, instances of CS are triggered in a

heuristically predefined order. For example, when the conver-

sation state, The learner is NUNA (i.e., Nor able to Under-

stand, Nor to Answer), is detected, the system first makes use

of Repetition. If the same state is detected on the next turn,

then Simplification is applied. If the same state is detected on

the following turn, Code-switching is used. The purpose of

this is to make it progressively easier for learners to over-

come their current difficulty when the conversation is stuck

in a given state.

In [14], learners’ expected WTC were examined after

interacting with one of the following versions of the system:

1) an agent featuring both CS and AB; 2) an agent featuring

only CS; and 3) an agent featuring only AB. The results sug-

gested that the system combining CS and AB was the most

effective in terms of WTC outcomes and also the most pre-

ferred by learners.

However, the reasons behind such experimental results may

not be homogeneous among all learners. We cannot rule out

the hypothesis that although most learners preferred the com-

bination of CS and AB, the relative effect of one strategy or

another may depend on complex personal factors specific to

each learner (e.g., preference of CS over AB, level of WTC).

A first step toward implementing an L2 learner-adapted WTC

support in our current system may be to explore ways to

enable the dialogue agent to account for such learners’ differ-

ences in dialogue management.

E. Contribution and Novelty of this Article

In light of the abovementioned studies, although the impor-

tance of scaffolding is well acknowledged, proposing systems

that address variations in student expectations and interests

and providing an adaptive level of support remain major chal-

lenges in the field of technology-enhanced education. For

instance, most learning support systems, with a few exceptions

such as Affective AutoTutor [72], address this matter from a

cognitive standpoint and tend to rely exclusively on learners’

performance data, which may distort learning activities

through a lack of consideration of motivational and contextual

factors affecting learning.

As previously discussed, the literature is rich in studies that

have actually focused on enhancing systems’ abilities to assess

and tailor the presentation of scaffolds according to student

profiles [30]–[33]. On the other hand, aspects related to fading

or scaffold withdrawal have not been sufficiently discussed in

the literature. Fading seems particularly difficult to achieve in

computer-mediated learning since it requires the system to

identify a suitable timing and pace of withdrawal of the scaf-

folds, while making sure that the learner can still autono-

mously perform the target learning task. In particular, when it

comes to providing support for motivational variables affect-

ing (language) learning, the literature has been quite elusive

on scaffolding tools that are sensitive to learners’ needs, dif-

ferences, characteristics, etc.

Fig. 1. System interface featuring Peter in a restaurant context.
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To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has pro-

posed a concrete approach on how traditional intelligent tutor-

ing systems should implement scaffolding and fading of

support when targeting affective and motivational aspects of

learning. The major contribution of this article is that we

extend the discussion on provision and withdrawal of scaf-

folds from the traditional (meta) cognitive aspects to the

motivational dimension of learning. Concretely, through an

analysis of the results of experimental studies, we show that it

might be possible and meaningful to consider L2 learners’

preferences of conversational strategies toward providing

them an effective scaffolding and fading that are adapted to

their level of WTC in the target language (i.e., WTC level).

Furthermore, we particularly argue that there might be a

conceptual difference between fading of support directed to

the cognitive aspects of learning on one hand and those target-

ing motivational variables of learning on the other. For

instance, according to previous research [73] on phenomena

such as “gaming the system” behavior within intelligent tutor-

ing systems that targets cognitive variables of learning,

learners’ inclination or preference for a given category of scaf-

fold is not warranted for obtaining desired learning outcomes.

Hence, in such systems, the design of scaffolds and their fad-

ing are somewhat constrained by the necessity to prevent

learners from taking advantage of the existing scaffolds to

achieve systematic task completion instead of mastering learn-

ing contents as is desired. However, in the case of support

directed at motivational variables of learning (i.e., the aim of

this article), there seems to be concordance between use of

preferred scaffolds by learners and achievement of desired

learning outcomes, as we will explain later on in this article.

This is an interesting finding since it hints at the

meaningfulness of referring to learners’ preferences to obtain

both scaffolding and fading of motivational support. More

concretely, when dealing with motivational variables affecting

learning, fading could consist of removing or lowering scaf-

folds that do not correspond to learners’ preferences, in order

to make them feel as comfortable as possible with the learning

environment. In the last sections of this article, we discuss a

way to achieve such gradual removal of motivational scaffolds

(i.e., conversational strategies) as learners’ WTC increases.

Along these lines, we aim to provide novel paths of discus-

sion on the feasibility and challenges of scaffolding as well as

fading in terms of motivational factors that affect language

learning with a computer-based system. Finally, the qualita-

tive approach of our work is consistent with the recommenda-

tions of notable studies in second language acquisition

research [74]–[76] which have identified the need for greater

emphasis on social, affective, and conceptual dimensions of

the language learning process.

III. OBJECTIVE AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This article investigates the following research questions.

RQ1 What are the differences in L2 (second language)

learners’ perceptions or preferences of the WTC support

provided by the system?

RQ2 How do WTC outcomes vary according to such

differences in L2 learners’ preferences?

RQ3 Which approach could be suitable to achieve an

adaptive WTC scaffolding that accounts for such L2

learners’ differences?

Hence, this article aims to examine differences in L2

learners’ perception of the support provided by the dialogue

agent via CS and AB, as well as the implications of such

TABLE I
EXAMPLES OF CS AND AB IMPLEMENTED IN THE CONVERSATIONAL AGENT
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perception on the feasibility of providing those learners with

more adapted WTC support.

Since WTC is believed to be influenced by an interplay of

affective factors (mainly anxiety and self-perceived communica-

tive competence) specific to each learner, we hypothesize that

L2 learners’ developmental level ofWTCmay influence the pref-

erence for a given category of motivational scaffolds. Such

learners’ preference tendencies, if established, may further help

us tailor or balance the use of CS and AB to maximize outcomes

in terms ofWTC. Furthermore, we discuss the following.

RQ4 Which approach to follow for fading the support pro-

vided by the system and making learners more indepen-

dent in terms of WTC?

IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Conversational Agent

We used the same embodied conversational agent as in

[14], which allows for spoken dialogues between the conver-

sational agent, personified as Peter, and a learner in a restau-

rant context. The conversation scenario begins with an

entrance scene where learners are welcomed by Peter. After

checking whether they have a reservation, they are guided to a

table in their preferred area (i.e., smoking, non-smoking).

From there, learners can call Peter anytime, ask for the menu,

order drinks and dishes, and request the bill. During the inter-

action, learners are able to answer Peter’s questions or take

the initiative to ask questions or place orders.

B. Study Design

We designed two-phase experiments to compare learners’

WTC results across different versions of the system (Phase 1),

and to examine their preference after interacting with different

versions of the system (Phase 2), as shown in Table II.

During Phase 1, we gauged learners’ WTC by administering a

widely used survey (Cronbach a¼ .88) [77], before (Step 0) and

after (Step 3) their first interaction with the system (Step 2). The

WTC surveys consisted of a set of self-report questions targeting

three variables: confidence, anxiety, and desire to communicate

(desire), which are considered to be the immediate precursors of

WTC [78]. Participants were asked to rate 30 scenarios (e.g.,

making a telephone call to make a reservation at a hotel in an

English-speaking country) related to using English in various

circumstances on a four-point Likert scale (0–3). Note that the

two WTC questionnaires (i.e., pretest and posttest), although

asking similar questions, were different in that the first asked

about learners’ actual WTC, whereas the second asked about

learners’ expected WTC if they were given the opportunity to

interact with the system as much as they wanted on a regular

basis. In Step 2, three versions of the system—the normal ver-

sion featuring both CS and AB (CSþAB), a second version fea-

turing only CS (Communication Strategies), and a third version

featuring only AB—were employed in the interactions to exam-

ine how the outcomes on participants’ WTC varied with the sys-

tem version. Participants interacted individually with the system

in a room specially prepared for the evaluation and were given

as much time as they wished to enjoy the conversation with the

agent, until the end of the interaction. They were also informed

that they were free to interrupt the interaction at any time they

desired, but were requested to let us know beforehand.

To complete Phase 2, we allowed all participants to have a

second round of interactions with another version of the sys-

tem (i.e., different from the one used for their first interaction)

(Step 4). We then conducted a survey to obtain feedback con-

cerning their preference for the system’s versions (Step 5). All

participants were asked to choose which one of the two inter-

actions (i.e., which version of the system) they preferred the

most, as well as the reason for their preference. For example,

participants in Group 1 had to choose between the CSþAB

and the CS versions, those in Group 2 between the CSþAB

and the AB versions, and so on for participants in other

groups. To minimize the eventuality that learners’ preference

would be based on the order in which they interacted with dif-

ferent versions (i.e., order effect), their interactions with the

system in each group were designed by applying the counter-

balancing method [79].

C. Participants and Data Collection

Data from 60 university students (39 males and 21 females

with at least 2 females in each group) were collected and used

TABLE II
OVERVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENT FLOW
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in this article. Experiment data for participants in groups 1 to 4

were obtained from [14]. We then ran additional experiments

to collect data for those in groups 5 and 6. Identical to groups

1– 4, participants in groups 5 and 6 were also quite homoge-

neous in terms of language background; all of them were

native Japanese speakers and none had lived in an English-

speaking country. Participants were university students who

had learned English as a second language for at least six years

during their university and/or secondary education (i.e., junior

and senior high school) years. They were informed that their

participation in the study was voluntary and that the experi-

ment results would be anonymized. To preserve uniformity of

conditions across the two studies, we also rigorously ensured

that the same experimental settings used in our previous work

[14] were used for this new round. Moreover, a one-way

ANOVA was conducted, which confirmed the homogeneity of

initial WTC conditions (first WTC questionnaire) among the

six groups. Specifically, the tests revealed no statistically sig-

nificant differences among the groups in terms of initial confi-

dence [F(5,54) ¼ 1.85, p ¼ .12], anxiety [F(5,54) ¼ 0.44,

p ¼ .81], and desire [F(5,54) ¼ 1.36, p ¼ .25].

Note that whereas the focus of our previous work [14] was

mainly to evaluate the effectiveness of the combination of CS

and AB in fostering learners’ WTC, our current study rather

focuses on analysis of differences in learners’ preferences of

these conversational strategies and explores the feasibility of

accounting for such differences to achieve personalized sup-

port to increase L2 learners’ WTC.

V. RESULTS

A. Differences in Learners’ Preference for Scaffolds by WTC

To investigate the differences in participants’ preference for

CS and/or AB, we analyzed the results of the system prefer-

ence survey (Step 5) with respect to learners’ initial WTC

level. To that extent, all participants were labeled as either

lower or higher WTC according to the results of their first

WTC questionnaire (Step 0): participants who had better than

average scores on all of their initial WTC precursors (confi-

dence, anxiety, and desire) were labeled as higher WTC, and

the others were categorized as lower WTC. The resulting

distribution of participants by WTC level was relatively uni-

form across the six groups, as shown in Fig. 2.

Table III (A) shows the results of the system preference

survey for groups 1 and 3, who interacted with both the CS

and CSþAB versions of the system. Barnard’s test for inde-

pendence was conducted, indicating a relationship between

learners’ WTC level and their preference for CS or CSþAB

(p ¼ .04), with a medium (Cramer’s V ¼ .47) effect size

according to Cohen’s conventions for Cramer’s V [80].

Table III (B) shows the results for groups 2 and 4, who

interacted with both the AB and CSþAB versions. Barnard’s

test indicated a trend towards the relationship between

learners’ WTC level and their preference for AB or CSþAB

(p ¼ .09), with a medium (Cramer’s V ¼ .42) effect size.

Table III (C) shows the results for groups 5 and 6, who

interacted with both the AB and CS versions of the system.

Barnard’s test confirmed a relationship between learners’

WTC level and their preference for AB or CS (p ¼ .01), with

a medium (Cramer’s V ¼ .6) effect size.

In sum, these results indicated that participants’ preference

tendencies of the different system versions (i.e., CS, AB, or

CSþAB) seem to be related to their WTC level.

B. Relationships Between Learners’ WTC Level, WTC

Outcomes, and Scaffolds

To investigate whether and how WTC outcomes vary

according to learners’ WTC level, we analyzed differences

among lower- and higher WTC learners’ results after interac-

tions with the three versions of the system. To that end, a one-

way ANCOVA was conducted to determine whether there

were statistically significant differences between WTC post-

test results, while controlling for pretest results. Post-hoc

Tukey–Kramer tests were additionally conducted to further

investigate the differences when they were statistically signifi-

cant, as described below.

Fig. 3 shows results for pairwise comparisons of WTC

scores across lower WTC participants, with an emphasis on

observed differences according to the system version used by

learners. There was a significant difference in lower WTC par-

ticipants’ expected confidence [F(2,28) ¼ 3.55, p<.05],

anxiety [F(2,28) ¼ 3.40, p<.05] and desire [F(2,28) ¼ 3.39,

TABLE III
PARTICIPANTS’ PREFERENCE FOR CONVERSATIONAL STRATEGIES

ACCORDING TO THEIR WTC

Fig. 2. Distribution of participants in the six groups according to their WTC
level.
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p<.05] among the three versions (i.e., CS, AB, and CSþAB).

The post-hoc Tukey–Kramer tests showed that the expected

confidence of lower WTC participants who interacted with the

CSþAB and AB versions was higher than for those who used

the CS version; p ¼ .04, Cohen’s d ¼ 1.11 for CSþAB versus

CS, and p ¼ .06, Cohen’s d ¼ 1.01 for AB versus CS,

respectively.

In addition, in terms of expected anxiety, results of lower

WTC participants who interacted with the CSþAB and AB ver-

sions were better than those who interacted with the CS version;

p¼ .04, Cohen’s d¼ 1.11 for CSþAB versus CS, and p¼ .006,

Cohen’s d¼ 1.43 for AB versus CS, respectively.

Finally, in terms of expected desire, results of lower WTC

participants who interacted with the CSþAB version were bet-

ter than those who used the CS version (p ¼ .04, Cohen’s

d ¼ 1.08) and AB version (p ¼ .004, Cohen’s d ¼ 1.51).

These results indicate that as far as lower WTC participants

are concerned, the CSþAB and AB versions are more promis-

ing than the CS version in enhancing their WTC.

Regarding higher WTC participants, the one-way ANCOVA

tests revealed that there was a significant difference in their

expected confidence [F(2,24) ¼ 3.48, p<.05] and desire [F

(2,24) ¼ 4.97, p<.05], and a trend toward a significant differ-

ence for anxiety [F(2,24) ¼ 2.88, p<.1]. Post-hoc Tukey–

Kramer tests were additionally conducted to further investigate

the differences when they were statistically significant, as

described below.

Fig. 4 shows results for pairwise comparisons of WTC

scores across higher WTC participants with an emphasis on

observed differences according to the system version used by

learners. The post-hoc Tukey–Kramer tests showed that the

expected confidence of higher WTC participants who inter-

acted with the CSþAB and CS versions was higher than for

those who used the AB version; p ¼ .004, Cohen’s d ¼ 1.63

for CSþAB versus AB, and p ¼ .09, Cohen’s d ¼ 1.05 for AB

versus CS, respectively. In addition, in terms of expected anxi-

ety, results of participants who interacted with the CSþAB

were significantly better than those who interacted with the

AB version (p ¼ .01, Cohen’s d ¼ 1.40). Finally, in terms of

expected desire, results of lower WTC participants who inter-

acted with the CSþAB and CS versions were better than for

those who interacted with the AB version; p ¼ .04, Cohen’s d

¼ 1.20 for CSþAB versus AB, and p ¼ .03, Cohen’s d ¼ 1.28

for AB versus CS, respectively.

These results suggest that as far as higher WTC participants

are concerned, the CSþAB and CS versions are in most cases

more promising than the AB version in enhancing learners’

WTC.

To sum up, the analysis of WTC outcomes with respect to

participants’ WTC level suggests that: CSþAB and AB ver-

sions seem to work better for lower WTC participants, while

for higher WTC participants, the most effective system ver-

sions seem to be the CSþAB and CS versions.

In addition, note that even though no time constraints were

placed on the participants, we could not find any significant

differences between groups regarding the amount of time they

spent on task in the different steps during the experiments

[F(5, 54) ¼ 0.58, p ¼ 0.54].

VI. DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

A. Discussion

1) RQ1: Differences in Learners’ Preference of Scaffolds

by WTC: The above described results allow us to draw a num-

ber of preliminary conclusions. First, we found that learners’

preferences for the scaffolds embedded in the system tend to

vary by their level of WTC. Although the combination of both

scaffolds was the most preferred by learners, we observed that

learners with a lower WTC tended to prefer AB over CS,

whereas their higher WTC counterparts tended to favor CS

over AB (RQ1). This is an interesting finding because it gives

us novel insights on the existence of a relationship between

second language learners’ developmental level and perception

of the scaffolds. Although, we acknowledge that such learners’

perceptions or preferences depend on their metacognitive

skills [81] and may therefore not be necessarily correct, the

following are our conjectures on the reasons behind the results.

As mentioned earlier (see Section II-D), CS and AB are

intended to play different roles in interactions between second

language (L2) learners and the dialogue agent. As detailed in

[14], CS are dedicated to allowing relatively smooth interac-

tions between learners and dialogue agents by providing hints

and suggestions when pitfalls occur in conversations. By con-

trast, AB are employed to achieve warm interactions where

learners feel anxious about communication, via empathetic

backchannels. With this in mind, we assume that L2 learners,

especially at lower WTC levels, face greater anxiety and less

self-confidence, which often inhibit attempts to use the target

language. This further implies that such learners may display

a greater need for empathetic care to reassure or encourage

them to begin, rather than direct support toward overcoming

Fig. 4. WTC outcomes for higher WTC participants.Fig. 3. WTC outcomes for lower WTC participants.
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pitfalls in the conversation itself, which may explain such

learners’ inclination for AB.

On the other hand, we think that higher WTC learners feel

less anxiety and are more open to conversation than their

lower WTC counterparts, and thus they display a need for

more direct communicative support to overcome the pitfalls

they encounter in their quest for dialogue task completion.

This may explain their relative preference for CS.

Additionally, the finding that affective backchannels are

especially popular among lower WTC learners suggests that

our approach to conveying empathetic support via such scaf-

folds could be an essential feature contributing in creation of a

comfortable learning environment for L2 learners, as they

take their first steps in the challenging activity of second lan-

guage use. Such an empathetic feature, which is often missing

in traditional spoken systems, may be especially necessary in

systems targeting novice or low-motivated L2 learners. Let us

mention here although most learners did not provide in-depth

detailed reasons behind their preferences, explanations offered

by some of them during the system preference survey tend to

support the above hypotheses. Especially among group of

learners that interacted with the AB-only and CS-only ver-

sions, some lower WTC learners pointed out they felt more at

ease with the AB-only agent, while some of their higher WTC

counterparts praised the availability of hints provided by the

CS-version.

Such assumptions are also consistent to some extent with a

previous study on the balance of motivational scaffolding in

tutorial dialogue tutoring, which revealed, among other results,

that “direct standalone encouragement” helped students of low

self-efficacy but not those with high self-efficacy [82].

2) RQ2: Relationships Between Learners’ WTC Level,

WTC Outcomes, and Scaffolds: Second, we found that the

effectiveness of the employed scaffolds toward increasing

WTC was related to learners’ WTC level, and consequently to

their preferences regarding CS and AB, since preferences

were related to WTC level (RQ1). The CSþAB and CS ver-

sions tended to work better for learners with higher WTC,

whereas their lower WTC counterparts tended to benefit more

from their interactions with the CSþAB and AB versions. In

other words, by combining these results with the results of

RQ1 above, we observe that learners’ preferred versions and

effective versions toward enhancing their WTC tended to be

consistent, irrespective of their current level of motivation

toward communication (RQ2).

To explain such results, we assume that the gradual devel-

opment of L2 WTC leads to some important shifts within

learners’ internal affective states and communicative postures

toward the dialogue activity. More concretely, as learners’

WTC rises from lower to higher levels, it is conceivable that

they gradually become less inhibited by their initial anxiety

and fear of making mistakes; instead, they become more open

to taking risks and speaking the target language. This could

explain why lower WTC learners tended to perform better

with a version embedding at least some affective scaffolds

(i.e., AB) designed to provide affective support, whereas

higher WTC learners perform better with a version including

at least some communicative scaffolds (i.e., CS) that are

designed to catalyze the dialogue flow between L2 learners

and the system.

Altogether, obtained results through the current study indi-

cate that learners’ preferences for scaffolds embedded in the

different system versions vary according to the stage of devel-

opment of their WTC, and more importantly, such learners’

preference tendencies tend to be in line with the effectiveness

of the system in enhancing their WTC. This supports the idea

that while scaffolds embedded in dialogue agents may provide

a powerful mechanism for enhancing learners’ engagement

toward conversation, their design must be strengthened by an

account of learners’ preferences for scaffolds according to

their WTC level.

3) RQ3: Accounting for Learners’ Differences to Achieve

Adaptive L2 WTC Support: Our findings beg the broader

question of which approach to follow for achieving an L2

learner-tailored WTC support by accounting for their prefer-

ences (i.e., RQ3). From the results above, we understand that

a carefully balanced use of communicative (i.e., CS) and affec-

tive (i.e., AB) scaffolds according to learners’ level of commu-

nicative motivation may be quite beneficial for second

language learners. For example, learners with a lower WTC

(i.e., who tended to prefer AB over CS) could be presented

with a system combining both scaffolds where affective scaf-

folds are more frequently triggered than communicative ones,

whereas for learners with higher WTC (i.e., who tend to prefer

CS over AB), a version of the system where communicative

scaffolds are more frequently used than affective scaffolds

could be employed (RQ3). In this way, a learner’s preference-

aware dialogue management could be implemented so that as

a given second language learner’s WTC increases, the dia-

logue agent uses an adapted balance of conversational strate-

gies that corresponds to each learner’s preference according to

their WTC level.

More generally, the essence of such conception of second

language acquisition support, which should go beyond perfor-

mance to encompass learners’ preferences, is well highlighted

as follows: “people tend to choose and consequently do what

they feel comfortable with and get better at the given skills”

[83, p. 101]. Also, as stated in previous works [11], [15], the

key to making personalization in language learning a practical

possibility could be the use of technology, since practical con-

straints limit the extent to which learners’ individual preferen-

ces can be accommodated in traditional classroom settings.

We feel that this article is in line with this view because our

study suggests the feasibility of providing language learners

with a computer-based language support system that could

account for their preferences.

4) RQ4: Accounting for Learners’ Differences to Achieve

Fading of L2 WTC Support: A desirable attribute of any edu-

cational system is to provide support that “should fade over

time, to allow the learner to resume control over the process,

become independent, and acquire metacognitive skills” [7]. In

other words, such systems should not only provide learners

with support that ideally fits their characteristics, but also

ensure that such support is dismantled in a timely fashion to
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increase learning gains. Ideally, it would be interesting to be

able to define boundaries for the quantity of scaffold to be

removed and under what circumstances. However, the question

of optimal pacing and timing for scaffold withdrawal is a chal-

lenging one. Although the lowering or withdrawing of assis-

tance is certainly necessary to avoid over-support, it might also

have disadvantages when not carried out cautiously [38]. In the

same vein, the excessive use of AB and CS strategies might be

perceived as “heavy-handed,” whereas infrequent use of such

strategies may not provide L2 learners with the support and

encouragement they need to attain a higherWTC.

In traditional intelligent tutoring systems, fading is neces-

sary to help learners go beyond simple task achievement and

enable actual transfer of (meta) cognitive skills to learners.

However, in the context of the current work, the concept of

fading is relatively different, as mentioned earlier in

Section II. First, the scaffolds implemented in the current

study mainly target motivational aspects rather than cognitive

aspects of language learning. Second, the removal of scaffolds

is intended to make learners feel as comfortable as possible

with the learning environment by removing or lowering scaf-

folds that do not correspond to their preferences. In other

words, here, scaffold removal is not directly intended to

enable transfer of cognitive skills, nor to prevent learners from

“gaming the system” behavior (i.e., taking advantage of the

existing scaffolds to achieve systematic task completion rather

than by attempting to learn the material [73]). Instead, it is

intended to provide learners with support that best fits their

preferences, to create a conversational environment where

learners can enjoy feelings of well-being, and to enhance their

WTC in the target language.

We assume that as learners’ WTC increases, they will likely

become less comfortable with some of the scaffolds employed

by the conversational agent. Such an assumption is supported

by our results, as we found that there were different tendencies

among higher- and lower WTC learners in terms of preferred

conversational strategies (i.e., lower WTC learners prefer AB

whereas their higher WTC counterparts favor CS), and pre-

ferred strategies seem to be more promising towards enhancing

learners’ WTC. Therefore, a reasonable approach toward

implementing fading here may consist in smoothly reducing or

even withdrawing the scaffolds that do not correspond to

learners’ preferences, thereby preventing them from experienc-

ing sensations of “heavy-handedness” that may make them dis-

engage from interacting with the system (RQ4).

5) Limitations and Future Works: The results presented

above suggest the feasibility of accounting for L2 learners’

preferences toward achieving a tailored WTC effective sup-

port. Nevertheless, our work has some limitations.

First, since WTC, of course, does not increase overnight, we

are aware that mid- to long-term empirical investigations

including monitoring of the WTC development of same learn-

ers from lower to higher WTC levels is necessary to draw firm

conclusions on the practical impact of our approach to L2

learners’ WTC; the lack of such aspects at this stage of our

work, as well as the relatively small number of samples can be

viewed as a limitation. We also acknowledge that self-report of

affective states, as conducted in our study, may present some

shortcomings in terms of accuracy [84].

Furthermore, although even a very small amount of system

personalization may have significantly positive effects on

learners [47], higher degrees of personalization might be more

beneficial, especially in the long term. This could be achieved

by accounting for learners’ previous interactions in dialogue

management as well as devising a method to automatically

and continuously estimate learners’ WTC level from their

interactions data to properly balance the conversational strate-

gies. However, one of the pressing issues that still require clar-

ification here is the pace and timing for learners’ WTC level

estimation. For instance, whether a frequent updating of

learners’ WTC level is desirable or even necessary is an aspect

that should be discussed carefully since levels of WTC might

not fluctuate so often. Along this line, we will also keep look-

ing for eventual differences for example in the amount of time

learners spend on task depending on their WTC level and the

employed system version. This might help us further under-

stand the nature of the interaction between time spent on task

and level of WTC.

Besides, to maximize the learning outcomes of the system,

we would certainly need to propose an approach toward com-

bining the current motivational scaffolds with cognitive scaf-

folds since both dimensions play an important role in learning.

Moreover, the tentative nature of our discussion on how to

implement the fading of the WTC scaffolds can also be viewed

as a shortcoming. To overcome this, we would need to imple-

ment a gradual removal of the scaffolds and collect experimen-

tal evidence on the effectiveness of the proposed approach. To

achieve this, by referring to the results presented in this article,

we could for example, stick to observed learners’ preference

tendencies and progressively fade out AB and fade in CS as

learners’ WTC increases from lower to higher levels, and fur-

ther progressively fade out CS, so as to entirely dismantle both

scaffolds when learners display a sufficient level of WTC. The

validity of such fine-grained modelization of fading would cer-

tainly require mid-long-term investigation.

Finally, an interesting research direction we are interested in

delving into would be clarifying the degree of consistency of

the present findings with relevant prior works such as with:

Affective AutoTutor [72] in which low prior-knowledge stu-

dents benefited more from emotion-sensitive support than high

prior-knowledge students; and UNC-ITSPOKE [85], where

students with greater uncertainty benefited more from the

uncertainty-sensitive support than those with greater certainty.

VII. CONCLUSION

The promise of scaffolding in learning is to make possible

constructive interactions between experts and learners as they

work collaboratively to shift the locus of responsibility for task

completion and learning from the expert to the learner. A key

to achieving this is a careful design of fading or withdrawal of

scaffolds according to learners’ developmental needs, in order

to make unaided performance possible. However, discussion

on how to implement such fading is often missing in the
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literature, especially when it comes to supporting motivational

variables of learning.

In this article, based on results of interactions between L2

learners and a dialogue agent, we discussed the ways scaffold-

ing and fading could be achieved in dialogue management

according to learners’ preferences in order to effectively

enhance their willingness to communicate in a second lan-

guage. We found that depending on the level of motivation

toward communication (i.e., WTC level) reached by L2 learn-

ers, they tend to prefer certain types of scaffolds, which in

turn seem to work better to stimulate their readiness for com-

munication in the target language. Such results suggest the

feasibility and meaningfulness of progressive scaffolding and

fading of employed motivational scaffolds (i.e., CS and AB),

by taking as reference learners’ preference for scaffolds as

well as their WTC level. We also shed light, especially in

Sections II and VI, on the novelty of the conception of fading

of motivational scaffolds, which seems to be relatively differ-

ent from the notion of fading as conceived in traditional

(meta) cognitively intelligent tutoring systems.

Developing systems that address variations in student expect-

ations and interests to provide an adaptive level of support is

a fruitful avenue for development and research in the field of

technology-enhanced education. We hope that the present work

will contribute to opening new perspectives toward achieving

effective technology-mediated scaffolding and fading ofmotiva-

tional variables affecting second language learning.
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